HEAVY COVERAGE
LIGHT FOOTPRINT
EXTRA PROTECTION AGAINST
DECADES OF FOOT TRAFFIC

Costly damage from ongoing foot traffic over the duration of the roof’s life is easily avoidable with a solid cover board in place.

PROTECTION AT INSTALLATION

Cover boards stiffen and stabilize the roofing system and protect against accidental punctures during construction. A cover board’s compressive strength measures its ability to resist the crushing force of impact. Installing a rigid cover board between the membrane and insulation:

- Supports the waterproofing membrane with a smooth adherent surface
- Distributes compressive weight to prevent insulation compression and puncture
- Reinforces the strength of any fasteners attached to the cover board to hold the assembly together

EVEN MORE COMPRESSION STRENGTH:
900 psi = DensDeck® Prime Roof Boards¹ / up to 25 psi = Typical Polyiso Board²

REVISITING THE ROOF

Although less easily noticeable than other damage, foot traffic’s impact is no less pervasive—or destructive. Workers carrying heavy equipment can compress unprotected insulation and stretch or puncture the membrane. A robust cover board:

- Safeguards against added maintenance and repair work stress
- Maintains sturdy support as workers transport tools and equipment to repair damages and update vulnerable points in the roof system

A LASTING FOUNDATION IN THE SKY

For buildings designed with special rooftop accommodations in mind—such as photovoltaic (solar) paneling, HVAC storage, gardens, or public-use spaces—adding a rigid cover board:

- Boosts the roofing system’s durability against the increased weight of cumbersome equipment, permanent installations, and frequent visitors
- Enhances the overall assembly’s much-needed compressive and flexural strength to support all these double-duty roofs against years of constant use

AN INDEPENDENT TEST SHOWED DENSDECK® PRIME WAS STILL STRONGER WET (when a board loses its most overall stability) than its competition was dry ⁵

5. Third-party testing of 1/2” boards conducted by Trinity ERD in Columbia, South Carolina in October 2016 and December 2017. Testing conducted in accordance to ASTM C473 to meet ASTM C1177.

Visit us at DensDeck.com
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